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On Our Cover. Recipes pictured will be great additions
to picnics and potlucks. Find them on p. 27 and p. 41.

5 Potluck Pleasers. Great foods for summer gatherings
include tasty turnovers and a yummy, sunny sheet cake.

6 Editor's Favorite Meal. Illinois field editor Catherine
Dawe gives hearty lasagna a twist by adding zucchini.

8 Quiche Sampler. Four unique quiche variations from
readers will set your lips smacking for a savory slice.

12 Men Who Run the Range. This quenching cooler is
great with grilled foods, says one ofour male cooks.

14 Meal in Minutes. In only a half hour, you can fix a
fruit-topped ham steak, green beans and special dessert.

16 Cooking for One or Two. Recipes in this appetizing
selection yield just enough for a couple or solo diner.

20 On a Budget. Atasty meat loafdinner that costson
ly 99$ per plate shows you can eat well on ashoestring.

22 Mom's Best Meal. Areader shares family recipes and
mouth-watering memories of her mother's cooking.

25 Clip &Keep Cards. Find top winners from our con
test, recipes for acrowd and more in this handy section.

43 Short-Order Cooks. Breakfast takes shape for Fourth
of July when these twins make stars-and-stripes pancakes.

44 Marvelous Mushrooms. We've buttoned up some of
the best mushroom recipes from our readers just for you.

48 Luau Theme. Don't miss this party's tropical food and
fun, including an"island" centerpiece and Volcano Cake!

52 Just Desserts. Fitting finales—from fancy cookies to
fruity seasonal favorites—fill three big pages this time.

60 Late-Night Snacks. Do you crave a sweet or savory
treat to capa long summer day? These will do the trick.

67 Recipe Index. This issue's recipes are listed by cate
gory on the inside back cover so you can easily find them.
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